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Attached please find Board guidance for cases remanded to the Immigration Judge to allow the 

Department of Homeland Security the opportunity to complete the appropriate background and 

security checks as required by the interim regulation Background and Security Investigations in 

Proceedings before Immigration Judges and the Board of Immigration Appeals ("Background 

Check rule"). This interim rule is effective April 1, 2005. 

The attached guidance will be posted on the BIA Web Page for your reference. Additionally, 

if you have questions regarding the Board's implementation of the Background Check Rule, please 

contact your supervisor. 
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Board Determines Relief Should be Granted or Affirmed 

I. Introduction: An interim regulation entitled, Background and Security Investigations in 
Proceedings before Immigration Judges and the Board of Immigration Appeals ("Background 
Check Rule"), which is effective April 1, 2005, provides that neither Immigration Judges nor the 
Board may grant particular forms of relief which allow an alien to remain in the United States 
without first ensuring that the Department of Homeland Security ("DHS") has completed the 
appropriate identity, law enforcement, or security investigations or examinations. The results of 
these checks must have been reported to and considered by the Immigration Judge prior to the 
issuance of any order granting an application covered by the rule. The regulation also prohibits the 
Board from issuing a decision affirming or granting relief where background and security checks 
have not been conducted or the results of prior checks have expired and need to be updated. 

A. Covered Forms of Immigration Relief: The following forms of relief are specifically 
covered by the rule and therefore cannot be granted until DHS completes the necessary background 
and security checks: 

Asylum under section 208 of the Act; 
Adjustment of status to that of an LPR under section 209 or 245 of the Act or any other 
provision of law; 
Conditional permanent resident status or the removal of the conditional basis of such status 
under section 216 or 216A of the Act; 
Waivers of inadmissibility or deportability under sections 209( c ), 212, or 23 7 of the Act or 
other provisions of law; 
Cancellation of removal under section 240A of the Act, suspension of deportation under 
former section 244 of the Act, relief from removal under former section 212(c) of the Act, 
or any similar form of relief (includes cancellation under NACARA § 203); 
Withholding of removal under section 241 (b )(3) of the Act or withholding or deferral of 
removal under the Convention Against Torture; 
Registry under section 249 of the Act; and 
Conditional grants relating to the above, such as for applications seeking asylum pursuant to 
section 207( a)( 5) of the Act or cancellation of removal in light of section 240A( e) of the Act. 

B. Not Covered- Forms of Immigration Relief: The rule does not apply to the granting of 
voluntary departure applications or to custody redetenninations. 
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II. Board determines covered form of relief should be granted or affirmed: Where the Board 
detennines relief should be granted or affirmed BUT 

record reveals no checks completed, reported and considered by Immigration Judge ; or 
DHS reports prior checks are no longer current and need updating; and/or 
checks uncover new information bearing on the merits of the application 

the Board must remand the record to the Immigration Judge with "instructions" to allow DHS the 
opportunity to complete and report results of checks. 

A. Decision format. 

If upon review of a case an attorney or paralegal determines that a covered form of relief should 
be granted or affirmed, the proposed decision cannot explicitly state that the relief is granted. 
Rather, the decision should reflect that eligibility for the relief has been established. [see discussion 
on suggested decision language] 

B. Background check remand. 

A decision remanded for the sole purpose of allowing DHS to complete or update checks MUST 
contain the background check remand standard FURTHER ORDER language provided below. 

FURTHER ORDER: Pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 1003.l(d)(6), the record is remanded to the 
Immigration Judge for the purpose of allowing the Department of Homeland Security the 
opportunity to complete or update identity, law enforcement, or security investigations or 
examinations, and further proceedings, if necessary, and for the entry of an order as provided 
by 8 C.F.R. § 1003.47(h). See Background and Security Investigations in Proceedings 
Before Immigration Judges and the Board of Immigration Appeals, 70 Fed. Reg. 4743, 
4752-54 (Jan. 31, 2005). 

C. Affirmance without opinion (A WO) order. 

Because the Immigration Judge's decision becomes the final agency decision when the Board 
issues an AWO, such an order is not desirable when affirming an Immigration Judge's decision to 
grant relief. Instead, a short order approach should be utilized to affirm an Immigration Judge's 
finding regarding the respondent's eligibility for relief for a covered form of relief. 
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The decision code "BCR" should be checked on the backside of the circulation sheet when the 
sole basis for the remand to the Immigration Court is for background and security checks. The 
disposition code "Z" should be also be checked. Remember, only one decision code is checked and 
only one disposition code is checked. 

III. Suggested decision language: The Background Check rule does not alter the approach taken 
by attorneys and paralegals in analyzing a case or preparing a decision. However, as discussed 
earlier, when the Board determines that a covered form of relief should be granted or affirmed, the 
proposed decision and order cannot state that the relief is granted or that the Immigration Judge's 
grant is affirmed. It is on remand, after considering the results of the completed background and 
security checks that the Immigration Judge will enter the order granting or denying the immigration 
relief. 

Below are some general examples oflanguage which articulate that eligibility for the reliefhas been 
established without saying or ordering that the application is granted. In addition to such language, 
the orders should state that the appeal is "sustained" or "dismissed". 

Based on the foregoing, we find that the respondent has established his/her eligibility for 
asylum, and that he/she merits relief as a matter of discretion. 

The Board finds no reason to disturb the Immigration Judge's finding that the respondent's 
qualifying relatives would experience exceptional and extremely unusual hardship. [cites]. 
Therefore, based upon the record before us, the respondent merits relief as provided by section 
240A(b) of the Act. 

We find that the respondent has established eligibility for withholding of removal under section 
24l{a)(3) of the Act. 

In addition, attorneys and paralegals may elect to explain at the conclusion of the proposed Board 
decision why the matter is being remanded to the Immigration Judge, i.e., because the record does 
not reveal that the required background and security checks were completed during the proceedings. 
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